1. The Army Security Agency is established with its HQ in Washington, D.C., effective 15 Sept 1956. It was operated under the direct command of the Army. 

By order of Secretary of War

Edward F. Stettinius

Acting Adjutant General

Commanding, Sec. J. War

Under Secy War

D. J. War Dept General Staff

Sec. J. War Dept

From Adm. Fleming of 14 Jan 1957

2. 19 Sept War Dept

5332 (15 Sep 56) 28-5-6 CIV/1 Jul 48-937 Adjacen

Command group security agency examined by War Dept. then Chief Military Intelligence who is specifically charged of direct supervision.

J. ASA

Ernie Zickerman

AG
Army Reg. 10-25

Organization & Functions ASA

Chief Staff, the Army

Signal G. F. Bradley, chap. & staff

Official: Edward F. Winter

MajGen A.G.

CAB Papers Vol 7 Tab 205

Naval Staff Office Chief Naval Operations 9 Nov 1945

0206-15

Serial 00014820

(50) A2-1

Subject: U.S. Naval Communication Intelligence Organization (Consorte)

Correct mission, organization, control etc.

Signal H. S. Edwards

Vice Chief Naval Operations

CAB Papers Vol 7 Tab 205

OP 20G/2nd

Serial 000405520 2 Aug 1945

Memo to Vice Chief Naval Operations

Only the continuation of development of communication intelligence.

No signature

CAB Papers Vol 7 Tab 264
REF ID: A40346

6 0200 -4 cm (33 Aug 1945)
Sovt 0006020
50 1672/178

Memo to Commander-in-Chief, US Navy
Operations
Sage: The Continuation of Develop. of Comm. Intelli.
signed E. U. Map
for Chief Naval Operation

65 9 Apr 1945

7 24 Aug 1945

US Fleet
2 Apr 1945
Adm. C.
Naval Dept

Memo to Sec. Navy

signed E. U. Map

Sage: Chief Marshal had undertaken study
by undersea reconnaissance means which would
create a great many US Navy fleet activities useful
for post war operation to secure Far East, with US
Navy Depots.

Covers on with reference - some of the
actual proposals.
16 Aug 1945

Draft Marshall to Army

Sel' Sig'el Intelligence

War is over - slashing about control of effort

Mar 10 1945 ANCRA created to study

coordination toward joint activities

C59 Report 6/18 date 2/15

in Tab 2/16 King concern

Tab 2/18 - 30 Aug 45

Memo for Subcommittee on TARGET Planning (No 1)

to implement Marshall-Kay debate

signed L.V. Conner

Robert K. Rockard

Secretary ANC 1/56

Tab 2/19

Memo 2 Aug 45

If constitution passed AN will accept journalist

signed L.V. Conner, Chairman ANC

 goes on about merger
1. Memo from [Name] of [Date]:

"How far is the entertainment plan right now?"

2. Memo from [Name] of [Date]:

"Advise King to delay further action on emerging AEQG activities until they are what happens concerning creation CERA."

3. Memo from [Name] of [Date]:

"2020 -Rs. Mi grants delay."

4. Memo from [Name] of [Date]:

"Examination refers to our plan will need someone to see if we do what can be done of their plans."

5. Memo from [Name] of [Date]:

"December - Nicely back forth."

6. Memo from [Name] of [Date]:

"Immediately a joint Army-Navy Coordination Plan was made effective 1 April 1946 - SEA Coordination Joint Operations (US Navy) Joint Resource Allocation Group."

7. Memo from [Name] of [Date]:

"20 May 1946 Memo for [Name]:"

"Self organization of Cryptologic Activities within the National Military Establishment."

Signed: AFSA

Signed: [Name]
"Pursuant to the authority vested in me by the National Security Act 1947 (Public Law 86-270, 80th Congress) and in the interest of greater efficiency of policy in the area of national security established within the National Security Establishment with the direction of General of the Army, Dr. John J. McCloy, the National Security Agency is hereby established as the Central Security Agency..."

Sec Def

Lyndon B. Johnson
19 May 1944

Memo for Army Staff (Technical)

J. N. Wagner

Sub: B-4 Coordination Committee

Sage—informal committee recently organized to coordinate B-4 and C activities.

President: Wagner

Same tab:

a) 19 May 44. Working committee appointed to draw up tentative plans for merger of B-4 and C activities if such a move decided.

b) Called 17 Nov. 1944. Wagner Committee.

Text 76—10 Nov. 1944 called

B-4 Coordination: Wheeler Cargo Center

same tab—

"The Army Navy Cargo Coordination (ARTCC) under the direction of higher authority coordinates the movement of cargo activities from armed forces."

---
Ref ID: A40346

Memos to Sir Michael from S. King

22 Dec 1945

Subject: N.W. Communication Intelligence Board. Established.

King concludes that N.W. could set up a formal board on a
formal basis.

Marshall to King 9 March 45

Success w/ King of prime people on this board. Ass
f. and 7. ASB

10 March 45

Joan's Memo

Met N.W. established 9.

Signed Marshall & King

17 Dec 45

5 extra cases - current status

Handwritten notes:

Handwritten notes:

Handwritten notes:

Handwritten notes:

Handwritten notes:
The Board will place particular emphasis on:

1) Formulation of national economic policy objectives

2) Allocation of responsibility for the conduct of these policies

4) Alternative unnecessary duplication

Jeffrey

USIB then established Coordinator J

Operations USICD Directive #11 Nov 1978

Withdraw A-N duties of responsibility and focus...